An extinction-level asteroid is cannonballing toward Earth. In humanity's final hours, a lucky few earn a one-way ticket to the brand-new, ultra-immersive, fantasy-based VRMMORPG, Viridian Gate Online.

November, 2042 It's been a busy month for 32-year-old Jack Mitchell. Three weeks ago, he died. Two weeks ago, he founded the first faction in the ultra-immersive, fantasy-based VRMMORPG, Viridian Gate Online. A week and a half ago the world ended, destroyed by a cataclysmic asteroid.

Jack Mitchell, now a fellow in the ultra-immersive, fantasy-based VRMMORPG, Viridian Gate Online. A week and a half ago the world ended, destroyed by a cataclysmic asteroid. Seven days ago, he conquered the Imperial city of Rowanheath, bringing all of Eldgard to the brink of war.

Viridian Gate Online: The Jade Lord: A litRPG Adventure (The Viridian Gate Archives) (Volume 3)

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1791033686

Format: Kindle Edition

5 stars 57 ratings
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Buy Viridian Gate Online: The Jade Lord: A litRPG Adventure: Volume 3 (The Viridian Gate Archives) by James A. Hunter from Amazon's Fiction Books Store. Everyday low .. This set contains books 1-3 in the Viridian Gate Online Series - Author James A Hunter

A litRPG Adventure

Cataclysm (Viridian Gate Online #1), Crimson Alliance (Viridian Gate Online #2), The Jade Lord (Viridian Gate Online #3), Imperial Legion (Viridian Gate Online #4), Lich Priest (Viridian Gate Online #5)

With the main book series complete, readers can now enjoy the expanded universe of Viridian Gate Online, including exciting side stories, novellas, and more.
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What listeners say about Viridian Gate Online: The Jade Lord: A litRPG Adventure

Average Customer Ratings

Overall. 4.5 out of 5 stars 4.7 out of 5 stars 4.8 out of 5 stars 5 stars 4.9 out of 5 stars 5 stars 5 stars 5 stars 5 stars 4.9 out of 5 stars...